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General Information 

Version Information 
The following shows the issue status of this document since it was first released: 

Issue Date of issue System Release 

001v000 August 2019 System Release 16.1 
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450 Platform Release 16.1 Information 

Introduction 
This document provides information for 450 Platform Series System Release 16.1. 

Software updates for Cambium products are available from: 

https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/files 

System release 16.1 adds support for: 

• Proportional Scheduler 

• Auto Contention Slots 

• Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) Measurements 

• EVM based Link Quality Indicator (LQI) 

• Last Known Primary AP 

• Follow Me 

• 802.1x Proxy 

• Layer 3 PVID Mapping 

• Custom DHCP Option 82 

• 802.1p VLAN0 

 

 

 

Note 

System Release 16.1 now supports PMP 450i LITE models. If a 450i LITE is downgraded to 

a prior software release, it will limit support to 10 SMs only. 

  

https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/files
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Applicability 
System release 16.1 is compatible with all 450 platform models, both PMP and PTP. 

 

 

Note 

System release 16.1 terminates support for PMP 430 SMs. PMP 430 SMs will not register 

to any AP running system release 16.1 or later. Please DO NOT upgrade any AP to 16.1, if it 

has a PMP 430 SM registered to it.  

PMP 450/450b/450i SMs with system release 15.1.5 or earlier will not connect to APs with 

system release 16.1 or higher. 
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Feature Overview 
System Release 16.1 includes: 

 

Products Affected Features Description 

All PMP Proportional Scheduler This release introduces the proportional 

scheduler that allocates resources to SMs 

proportional to their plan. During traffic 
congestion, it allocates resources to SMs by 

scalling down their respective plan 

proportionally. 

PMP 450,450i, 450b Auto Contention Slots This release introduces Auto Contention Slots 

that eliminates the need to configure optimal 

number of contention slots resulting in improved 

uplink throughput. 

All EVM Measurements This release introduces EVM statistics that 

measure the RF signal quality. 

All Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) 

based Link Quality Indicator 

(LQI) 

This release introduces EVM based LQI to 

calculate the link quality. 

All SMs/BHS Last Known Primary AP This release introduces the feature to support an 

SM/BHS to remember the last AP/BHM it 

registered to. 

All Follow Me This release introduces the feature to allow 

AP/BHM to send a message to all registered 

SMs/BHS whenever there is a change in 
frequency and channel bandwidth configuration 

on AP/BHM.  

All 802.1x Proxy This release introduces IEEE 802.1X standard that 
defines a client and server-based access control 

and authentication protocol. This protocol 

restricts unauthorized clients from connecting to 

a LAN through publicly accessible ports. 

All Layer 3 PVID Mapping This release introduces the feature to let the user 

tag an untagged packet that ingresses at SM’s 

Ethernet port with a VID other than the the 
Default Port VID based on IP address. The IP 

address can either be a source or destination IP 

address. 
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Products Affected Features Description 

All 802.1p VLAN0 This release introduces IEEE 802.1p standard for 

prioritizing packets that traverse a network. 

All PMP Custom DHCP Option 82 This release adds support for Custom DHCP 

Option 82 that allows users to customize sub-

options of the existing DHCP Option 82. 

Features Description 

Proportional Scheduler 
This release introduces proportional scheduler that allocates resources to SMs proportional to their plan, even 

when traffic is congested. 

AP Configuration: 

1. Go to Configuration -> Quality of Services (QoS) -> AP Scheduler Settings. 

 

2. AP Scheduler offers the Legacy scheduler and the new Proportional scheduler. Enable Proportional 

scheduler by selecting the radio button. 

3. AP also offers a Default Downlink Plan and Default Uplink Plan. Configure these parameters when an 

SM is not configured with a plan or an SM is still running software older than system release 16.1. 

The Proportional scheduler algorithm does not use the legacy parameters of CIR and SM Prioritization. MIR is 
enforced per SM as in previous releases. If MIR is greater than the configured plan, the proportional scheduler 

allocates resources proportional to the plan first and then allocates the available resources as per MIR. 

AP Statistics: 

When this feature is enabled a new statistics page is available on the AP GUI. To access this page, 

1. Go to Statistics -> Proportional Scheduler. 

 

It displays: 

• Configuration information per SM that is relevant to the Rate Plan. 
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• Percentage of resources allocated to each SM - Slots Percentage. 

• Guaranteed minimum throughput per SM based on the SM’s Rate Plan configuration and its current 

modulation rate. 

SM Configuration: 

1. Go to Configuration -> Quality of Services (QoS) -> Proportional Scheduler Settings. 

 

2. Configure the following parameters: 

• Downlink Plan (kbps) 

• Uplink Plan (kbps) 

• Weight: Ranges from 0.1 to 9.9 to prioritize SM services. This is a scaling factor to be applied to the 

Downlink and Uplink plan. 

 

Note 

There is only one weight used for a plan in both directions. The default 

value for this parameter is 1.0. 

• User Lock Modulation: This parameter contains the following three modes. 

o Disable: When disabled, the Proportional scheduler allocates resources to meet the configured 

plan. When there is congestion, the Proportional scheduler allocates a reduced value 
proportional to the other plans regardless of the modulation. If the modulation of one SM 

degrades, the resources allocated to meet this SM’s plan increases, affecting the overall sector 

capacity. The reduced capacity is divided among all SMs proportional to their plans affecting all 

SMs. 

o Enable: When enabled, the Locked Modulation drop-down list is enabled supporting values 

from 1x to 8x. Using Locked Modulation, the proportional scheduler guarantees an amount of 
resources required to transfer data corresponding to the configured plan. If the SM’s 

modulation decreases, the resource allocation is not changed but the SM’s throughput is 

reduced which is no longer proportional to the configured plan. Therefore, the SM’s plan is 
scaled down proportional to the reduced modulation resulting in not affecting other SMs’ 

throughput based on one SM’s modulation degrading. 

o Enable Below threshold: When enabled, the Threshold Modulation drop-down list is enabled 
supporting values from 2x to 8x. The scheduler behaves as in the Disabled mode as long as the 

SM’s modulation is above the Threshold modulation. 

If the modulation goes below the Threshold Modulation, then proportional scheduler behaves 

as per the Enabled mode using the Threshold Modulation as Locked Modulation.  
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In this case, if one SM’s modulation degrades, then all other SMs’ throughputs are affected as 

long as the degraded modulation is above the threshold. Once the modulation goes below the 

threshold, the resources are no longer increased for that SM, effectively capping the effect to 

other SMs.  

Table 1 Proportional Scheduler SNMP Objects 

Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

apScheduler .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.253 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write INTEGER 

defaultDownlinkPlan .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.254 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write INTEGER 

defaultUplinkPlan .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.255 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write INTEGER 

downlinkPlan .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.2.1.172.1 WHISP-SM-MIB read-write INTEGER 

uplinkPlan .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.2.1.172.2 WHISP-SM-MIB read-write INTEGER 

weight .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.2.1.172.3 WHISP-SM-MIB read-write INTEGER 

userLockModulation .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.2.1.172.4 WHISP-SM-MIB read-write INTEGER 

lockedModulation .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.2.1.172.5 WHISP-SM-MIB read-write INTEGER 

thresholdModulation .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.2.1.172.6 WHISP-SM-MIB read-write INTEGER 

Auto Contention Slots 
This release introduces Auto Contention Slots that eliminates the need to configure optimal number of 

contention slots. When this feature is enabled, AP dynamically adjusts the number of contention slots resulting 

in improved performance.  

 

Note 
Auto Contention Slots feature is not supported on PMP 450m AP. 

 

AP Configuration: 

To enable this feature, 

1. Go to Configuration -> Radio page -> Frame Configuration. 

2. Select Enabled to enable Auto Contention. 
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Note 

Contention Slots configuration parameter is used as in previous releases to determine the 
number of Downlink/Uplink+Contention slots in a Frame. Therefore, there is no need to 

change Contention Slots parameter, unless AP’s Tx/Rx configuration is changed which 

should be consistent for the entire site for co-location. 

AP Statistics: 

A statistics page is available on the AP GUI that displays the usage of Contention Slots in the last one-minute 

interval.  

To view this information, go to Statistics -> Frame Utilization -> Uplink Counts. 

 

Parameter Description 

Contention Slots: Total number of contention slots used during current time interval. 

Contention Slots Average 

Per Frame: 

Average number of contention slots used per frame during current 

time interval. 

Reserved Contention Slots 

Average Per Frame: 

Average number of contention slots reserved per frame by Auto 

Contention during current time interval. 

Effective Contention Slots 

Average: 

Average number of effective contention slots used during current time 

interval. This is the reserved contention slots per frame times the 

number of frames the SMs are currently backing off. 

Table 2  Auto Contention Slots SNMP Objects 

Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

autoContention .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.260 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write INTEGER 
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Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) based Link Quality 
Indicator (LQI) 
This release introduces EVM statistics that measures RF signal quality. EVM measures errors and therefore 

lower EVM value indicates better signal quality. EVM is measured per path in both Downlink and Uplink 

directions.  

To view EVM statistics: 

Go to Tools-> Link Status page or access this information via SNMP. 

 

Table 3  Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) based Link Quality Indicator (LQI) SNMP Objects 

Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

averageEvmDownlinkPathA .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.4.1.156 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER {na(0)} 

averageEvmDownlinkPathB .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.4.1.157 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER {na(0)} 

combinedEvmDownlink .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.4.1.158 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER {na(0)} 

averageEvmUplinkPathA .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.4.1.159 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER {na(0)} 

averageEvmUplinkPathB .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.4.1.160 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER {na(0)} 

combinedEvmUplink .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.4.1.161 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER {na(0)} 

EVM Measurements 
This release allows the user to calculate link quality either using Modulation or EVM. It uses modulation as a key 

metric to calculate link quality. This release offers an option to choose EVM instead of Modulation to calculate 

LQI.  

AP Configuration: 

1. Go to Home -> Session Status page -> Session Status Configuration. 
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2. Select the appropriate Link Quality Update Interval and Link Quality Metric as EVM. 

 

Note 

The reference EVM should be configured for calculating link quality index. 

 

3. Reference EVM can be configured at each SM or it can be populated from the AP for the current EVM 

values under Home -> Session Status - > Session List Tools 

AP has two options to configure reference EVM for all connected SMs: 

• Set Reference EVM only if it is not already set: This option does not override with current EVM 

values if the reference EVM is already configured at SM. 

• Always override: This option will override the reference EVM irrespective of configured or not 

configure at SM. 

 

4. AP calculates LQI using the configured EVM as reference. LQI of all SMs registered to the AP, can be 

found in Home -> Session Status -> Session Status List-> Link Quality tab.  

 

5. AP can raise SNMP traps when the UL or DL LQI falls below thresholds configured in Configuration -> 

SNMP -> LQI Traps. 
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SM Configuration: 

1. Go to Configuration -> Radio page - > LQI Reference EVM. 

 

2. Populate EVM: The current uplink and downlink EVM values will be populated in reference with the 

uplink/downlink EVM values once the populate EVM button is clicked. 

 

Table 4  EVM Measurements SNMP Objects 

Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

lqiLowDownlinkActualAver
ageEVM 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.1.1.14 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER  

lqiLowDownlinkExpectedE
VM 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.1.1.15 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER 

lqiLowUplinkActualAverag
eEVM 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.1.1.16 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER 

lqiLowUplinkExpectedEVM 
 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.1.1.17 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER 

lqiMidDownlinkActualAver
ageEVM 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.2.1.14 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER  

lqiMidDownlinkExpectedE
VM 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.2.1.15 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER  

lqiMidUplinkActualAverage
EVM 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.2.1.16 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER  

lqiMidUplinkExpectedEVM .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.2.1.17 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER  

lqiHighDownlinkActualAver
ageEVM 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.3.1.14 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER  

lqiHighDownlinkExpectedE
VM 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.3.1.15 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER  

lqiHighUplinkActualAverag
eEVM 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.3.1.16 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER  

lqiHighUplinkExpectedEVM .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.13.3.1.17 WHISP-APS-MIB Read only INTEGER  
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Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

lqiTrapsEnable .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.262.0 WHISP-APS-MIB Read-Write INTEGER 

{disabled(0), 
enabled (1)} 

lqiRaiseTrapThreshold .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.263.0 WHISP-APS-MIB Read-Write INTEGER (1..99) 

lqiClearTrapThreshold .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.264.0 WHISP-APS-MIB Read-Write INTEGER (1..99) 

lqiTrapsObservePeriod .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.265.0 WHISP-APS-MIB Read-Write INTEGER (1..15) 

dlReferenceEVM (SM) .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.2.1.173.0 WHISP-SM-MIB Read-Write DISPLAYSTRING 

ulReferenceEVM (SM) .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.2.1.174.0 WHISP-SM-MIB Read-Write DISPLAYSTRING 

Last Known Primary AP 
This release introduces the feature to support an SM/BHS to remember the last primary AP/BHM it registered 
to. Once SM/BHS registers to a primary AP/BHM, it saves the required information to be able to re-connect to 

the same AP/BHM in future. This information is available in Tools -> AP Evaluation page.  

 

If SM/BHS is rebooted or de-registered, it scans the channel bandwidth and center frequency of the last known 
AP/BHS for a brief time (around 60 seconds). If SM/BHS does not find the last known AP/BHM within this time, 

it scans all the configured frequencies and channel bandwidths. 

Follow Me 
This release introduces the feature to allow AP/BHM to send a message to all registered SMs/BHS whenever 
there is a change in frequency and channel bandwidth configuration on AP/BHM. Once the messages are sent, 

AP/BHM terminates the sessions of all registered SMs/BHS and starts transmitting on new configuration. 

SMs/BHS update their last known AP/BHM information with new frequency and channel bandwidth and start 

scanning for the last known AP/BHM. 

If SM/BHS does not have the AP's new frequency and channel bandwidth selected, then the new frequency and 

channel bandwidth is added to its configuration. 

 

Note 

Starting in Release 16.1, PMP/PTP 450, 450i, 450b AP and BHMs no longer require reboot 

when frequency and/or channel bandwidth settings are changed. 
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Any changes made to frequency and channel bandwidth using SNMP are effective immediately. When changing 

multiple configuration parameters, using SNMP, it is recommended that frequency and channel bandwidth 

changes are applied independently of other configurations. 

Table 5  Follow Me SNMP Objects 

Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

sessionActions .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.114.0 WHISP-APS-MIB write-only INTEGER 

{dropAllSessions(0), 

dropAllSessionsRemove

Primary(1)}  

configAction .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.116.0 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write INTEGER {instant(0), 

delayed(1), 

apply(2)}  

802.1x Proxy 
This release introduces IEEE 802.1x standard that defines a client and server-based access control and 

authentication protocol. This protocol restricts unauthorized clients from connecting to a LAN through publicly 

accessible ports. 

The authentication server authenticates each client connected to SM's ethernet port and enables the port 

before making available any services offered by the SM, AP, and the network. Until the client is authenticated, 

802.1x access control allows only Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN (EAPoL) traffic through the port 

to which the client is connected. After authentication is successful, normal traffic can pass through the port. 

Two types of authentication mode are supported: 

1. Port based authentication: This mode should be used when a single host is connected to the SM. If the 
authentication is successful by the host connected to the SM, SM port is enabled and all traffic will pass 

through. 

2. MAC Address Based Authentication: This mode should be used when multiple hosts are connected to 
the SM. Each host needs to be authenticated by 802.1x protocol to access the network. The traffic is 

filtered based on the source MAC Address of the host, only the traffic from authenticated host will be 

allowed to access the network. 

AP Configuration: 

1. Go to Configuration -> 802.1X Authentication tab. 
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2. 802.1X Authentication: This feature is disabled by default. 

3. 802.1x Authentication Server DNS Usage: Enable this when server address is in fully qualified domain 

name format. 

4. Shared Secret: Maximum length of this parameter is 32 characters. Enter the shared secret which is 

configured for this client on RADIUS server. 

5. Authentication server: Maximum length of this parameter is 256 characters. It needs to be either a 

dotted decimal notation or fully qualified domain name. 

SM Configuration: 

1. Go to Configuration -> Security tab. 

 

2. 802.1x Bridging Mode:  It specifies the bridging mode used. This feature is disabled by default. 

Following are the available options for this parameter. 

• Disable 802.1x: Disable the 802.1x feature. 

• Require 802.1x for all traffic: 802.1x Authentication should be successful for any traffic to pass 

through the SM (i.e. Authenticator). 

o Require 802.1x for all non-management traffic: Management traffic will be allowed to pass 

through the SM without 802.1x Authentication. 

3. 802.1x Authentication Mode: It specifies the authentication mode used. 

• Port Based Authentication: SM port is activated once the 802.1x authentication is successful. This 

configuration should be used when single host is connected behind SM. If authentication is 

successful, SM port is enabled and all traffic will pass through. 

• MAC Address Based Authentication: This option should be used when multiple hosts are 

connected behind an SM.  Each host needs to be authenticated by 802.1x protocol to access the 

network. The traffic is filtered based on the source MAC address of the host, only the traffic from 

authenticated host will be allowed to access the network. 

4. 802.1x VLAN:  It specifies the number of VLAN configurations. It ranges from 1 to 4094. 
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• VLAN configuration is used for sending 802.1x packet on the configured VLAN. If a customer 

excepts EAPoL packets on a VLAN, customer needs to configure the VLAN. Once VLAN is 

configured, all EAPoL packets are exchanged on the configured VLAN. VLAN 1 is the default 

configuration which is equivalent to untagged traffic. 

Table 6  802.1x Proxy SNMP Objects 

Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

oneXEnable .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.249 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write INTEGER {disable(0), 

enable(1)} 

oneXSharedSe

cret 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.250 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write DISPLAYSTRING 

oneXDomainN

ameAppend 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.9.18.0 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write INTEGER 
{disableDNSDomain(0), 

enableDNSDomain(1)} 

oneXServer .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.9.19.0 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write DISPLAYSTRING 

 

Layer 3 PVID Mapping 
This release introduces the feature to let the user tag an untagged packet that ingresses at SM’s Ethernet port 

with a VID other than the the Default Port VID based on IP address. The IP address can either be a source or 

destination IP address. 

SM Configuration: 

1. Go to Configuration -> VLAN page - > L3 Port VID Map.  

 

2. Configure following parameters: 

• L3 Port VID Map look-up key: This parameter supports following options. 

o Use Source IP: Mapping is done based on the source IP of the incoming packet. 

o Use Destination IP: Mapping is done based on the Destination IP of the incoming packet.  

• IP Address / Subnet Mask: IP Address and the Subnet Mask must be matched. 

• VID: VLAN ID the packet will be tagged with. 
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• Priority Mode: Priority Precedence - to decide if 802.1p or DSCP Priority bits must be used when 

making priority decisions. 

• Priority: 802.1p Priority bits in the VLAN tag. 

Table 7  Layer 3 PVID Mapping SNMP Objects 

Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

l3PVIDMapKey .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.3.20.1.1 WHISP-BOX-MIBV2-MIB read-only INTEGER 

IDIpAddress .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.3.20.1.2 WHISP-BOX-MIBV2-MIB read-only IPADDRESS 

l3PVIDNetmask .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.3.20.1.3 WHISP-BOX-MIBV2-MIB read-only IPADDRESS 

l3PVIDMapVlan .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.3.20.1.4 WHISP-BOX-MIBV2-MIB read-only INTEGER (0..4094) 

l3PVIDPriorityMode .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.3.20.1.5 WHISP-BOX-MIBV2-MIB read-only INTEGER (0..1) 

l3PVIDPriority .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.3.20.1.6 WHISP-BOX-MIBV2-MIB read-only INTEGER (0..7) 

802.1p VLAN0 
This release introduces IEEE 802.1p standard for prioritizing packets that traverse a network. It sets a 3-bit 

value in the MAC (Media Access Control) Header at the data link layer (Layer 2 in OSI reference model) to 

indicate prioritization. This 3-bit value provides priority levels ranging from 0 to 7 (total of 8 levels) where, level 
7 represents the highest priority. Hubs and switches in a network inspect the MAC header for differentiating 

between network packets based on their priorities. 

When 802.1p feature is enabled on SM, the packets are added with VID=0 and priority bits are set. 

SM Configuration: 

1. Go to Configuration -> VLAN page -> VLAN Configuration. 

2. Enable support 802.1p Frames(VID 0). 

 

Table 8  802.1p VLAN0 SNMP Objects 

Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

vlanSM8021pSupport .1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.3.2.291 WHISP-BOX-MIBV2-

MIB 
read-write INTEGER 

{Disabled(0), 

Enabled(1)} 

Custom DHCP Option 82 
This release adds support for Custom DHCP Option 82 that allows users to customize sub-options of the 

existing DHCP Option 82.  
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Users can specify the Options 82 data in ASCII format with wildcards. A wildcard is noted by a leading and 

ending $ symbol. The $ symbol can be used in the string by using $ as the escape character (e.g. "$$" results in 

"$").  

Following is the list of supported wildcards.  

* $apmac$ - AP's MAC address in ASCII form (string) 

* $apmacbi$ - AP's MAC address in hex form (binary) 

* $smmac$ - SM's MAC address in ASCII form (string) 

* $smmacbi$ - SM's MAC address in hex form 

* $apsn$ - AP's Site Name, truncated to 32 characters 

* $smsn$ - SM's Site Name, truncated to 32 characters 

* $smvid$ - SM's Port VID 

* $smluid$ - SM's LUID 

* $smvid$ - SM's VID in ASCII  format, leading 0's included, 4 chars long- this is a dynamic entry and will be 

determined per DHCP request 

* $smvidbi$ - SM's VID in binary format - 2 bytes - this is a dynamic entry and will be determined per DHCP 

request 

DHCP Option 82 is comprised of 3 suboptions, the Circuit ID, the Remote ID, and the Vendor Specific ID.  

The format of Option 82 data is as follows: 

• Option Value - 1 byte - this is 82 (0x52) for DHCP Option 82 

• Option Length - 1 byte - value varies depending on overall length of Option 82 data 

• Option Data - Variable length, max length 255 bytes 

For Circuit ID, the Option Value is 1, for Remote ID, the Option Value is 2, and for Vendor Specific ID, the Option 

Value is 9. The suboptions follow that same format within the top-level Option 82's "Option Data" field. Within 

the Vendor Specific ID suboption, there is further top-level information required: 

• Option Value - 1 byte (this is 9 for Vendor Specific ID per RFC4243) 

• Option Length - 1 byte (value varies depending on total length of option) 

• Enterprise Number - 4 bytes (this is 161 (0xa1), which is Motorola's IANA for historical reasons) 

• Suboption Value - 1 byte - we use "6" for historical reasons (whispROOT, same as MIB) 

• Suboption Size - 1 byte (value varies depending on length of suboption) 

• Suboption Option Value - 1 byte - Currently only support value of 1 here. 

• Suboption Option Size - 1 byte - value varies depending on length of data 

• Suboption Option Data - Contents of Vendor Specific ID string as configured.  Default is 2 bytes, 

hex representation of SM VID (e.g. 000a for VID 10). 

AP Configuration: 

1. Go to Configuration -> General page-> DHCP Relay Agent.  
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2. There are 3 text boxes for each Option 82 suboption respectively. When required, these can be 

populated with an ASCII string including the wildcards. Each suboption has a maximum length of 255 
bytes and the overall Option 82 data (including all 3 suboptions) itself has a maximum length of 255 

bytes. 

Statistics: 

A new section is added to show the contents of each SM's option 82 data.  

To access statistics,  

1. Go to Statistics -> DHCP Relay -> DHCP Relay Option 82 Data. 

2. The following screenshot shows “DHCP Relay Option 82 Data”, with default configuration, as 

configured in the “Configuration” section above. 

 

The table header shows the configured string for each suboption. The entries in the table show how the string 
has been expanded. Since, both ASCII and binary formats are supported, this table shows both interpretations. 

Since this is an example of binary version of AP and SM MAC, there is nothing in the ASCII rows, but Binary row 

shows the MAC addresses of AP and SM. For the Vendor Specific ID, you'll notice a lot more in the binary string 
as well as "XX" in the ascii string. This is because the Vendor Specific ID, itself, has a special format which was 

covered above, and the XX is the notation for the dynamic wildcard field for on-the-fly replacement when a 

DHCP request is processed. 

Table 9  Custom DHCP Option 82 SNMP Objects 

Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

dhcpRelayAgentEn

able 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.62 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write INTEGER 

{disable(0), 
fullRelay(1), 

option82Only(2)} 

dhcpRelayAgentSr

vrIP 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.63 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write IPADDRESS 

dhcpRelayOpt82Ci

rcuitID 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.257 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write DISPLAYSTRING 
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Name OID MIB Access Syntax 

dhcpRelayOpt82Re

moteID 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.258 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write DISPLAYSTRING 

dhcpRelayOpt82Ve

ndorSpecificID 

.1.3.6.1.4.1.161.19.3.1.1.259 WHISP-APS-MIB read-write DISPLAYSTRING 
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Additional Enhancements since System Release 
16.0.1 
Additional enhancements since system release 16.0.1 are listed in Table 10  Additional enhancements since 

system release 16.0.1. 

Table 10  Additional enhancements since system release 16.0.1 

Products 

Affected 
Tracking Description 

450m AP MUMIMO-3583 Some Aggregate sector throughput reductions were seen in certain 

Bandwidth and DL ratio combinations when upgrading from 16.0.0.1 

to 16.0.1. Slot allocation and MUMIMO grouping improvements have 

corrected this in 16.1. 

450i/450b  CPY-15324 Increased Custom Frequency support on 450i/450b from 5 GHz to 

5.15 GHz, for Other/Other country/region code. 

450m AP  CPY-15874 Added display Utilization Interval on Spatial Utilization page. 

450m AP  CPY-15900 3 GHz 450m: Panama has 42 dBm EIRP limit. 

450m AP MUMIMO-3616 System Release 16.1 adds a Spatial Frequency Heatmap to the 

Statistics -> Spatial Utilization page of the 450m AP. This allows 

the user to easily see spatial utilization over time.  For more details 

see the 16.1 Configuration Guide 

450m CPY-15973 License Key is not required to activate SFP port on PMP 450m AP. 
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Spatial Frequency Heatmap 
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Release 16.1 System Documentation 
Provided with this release are several documents for your reference: 

• PMP 450 Series Specification Sheets: Includes up-to-date specifications for the 450 Series product 

line. 

• PMP 450i Series Specification Sheets: Includes up-to-date specifications for the 450i Series product 

line. 

• PMP 450b SM Specification Sheets: Includes up-to-date specifications for the 450b SM. 

• PMP 450m Series Specification Sheets: Includes up-to-date specifications for the 450m Series 

product line. 

• LINKPlanner: Includes up-to-date information about Cambium product performance. 

Embedded Software 
Prior to upgrading 450 Platform Series software, please read section Upgrading Software. System Release 16.1 

may be installed via CNUT (Canopy Network Updater Tool) using the following software package: 

CANOPY16_1_BUILDofficial_PXP45x_S.pkg3 

Or via cnMaestro: 

CANOPY_16.1.tar.gz 

Upgrading Software  
Use version 4.12.8 of the Canopy Network Updater Tool (CNUT) to upgrade to Release 16.1.  

CNUT 4.12.8 supports legacy Cambium products. 

CNUT and its release notes can be downloaded from the Cambium support web site: 

https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/files/cnut/ 

 

 

Note 

Althogh older versions of CNUT such as 4.12.7 will work with existing hardware, 4.12.8 is 

required for upgrade of new 3 GHZ 450m AP’s. 

Network Management 
Wireless Manager v4.5.6 may be used to manage Cambium PMP networks, including managing the RADIUS 

features. For additional information, see the Wireless Manager website at: 

http://www.cambiumnetworks.com/products/management-tools/wireless-manager 

A RADIUS dictionary file is available from the software site: 

https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/files/pmp450/  

https://www.cambiumnetworks.com/resource/pmp-450-2-4-ghz-antenna/
https://www.cambiumnetworks.com/resource/pmp-450i-900-mhz/
http://www.cambiumnetworks.com/resource/pmp-450b/
http://www.cambiumnetworks.com/resource/pmp-450m/
https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/files/linkplanner/
https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/files/cnut/
https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/files/pmp450/
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cnMaestro 
cnMaestro may also be used to manage Cambium devices. cnMaestro version 1.6.3 is compatible with existing 

hardware as well as the new 3GHz 450m for existing functionality”. However, the new cnMaestro 2.0.0, version, 

released with PMP’s 16.1 release provides additional support – including cnMaestro support for “Link Test with 
Multiple LUIDs” in both the UL and DL direction. This allows a user to test MU-MIMO via link test from cnMaestro. 

See the cnMaestro release notes for more information. For additional information, see the cnMaestro website at: 

http://www.cambiumnetworks.com/products/software-tools/cnmaestro 

Canopy MIB 
The Cambium Enterprise MIB (Management Information Base) consists of 7 MIB definition files and supports 

SNMP access to Canopy modules. The MIB files are available for download from: 

https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/files/pmp450/ 

MIB files are used by Network Management Systems and Element Management Systems, such as the Wireless 

Manager system to support a host of surveillance, monitoring, control, and operational tasks. 

If you are using an SNMP network management system (NMS) or element management system (EMS) other 

than Wireless Manager: Load the MIBs per the instructions for your NMS or EMS. 

 

Note 

When loading the MIB files:  

• First, load the standard MIB files 

• Then, load the Radio-specific MIB files 

 

Some NMSs are not sensitive to order, but some require a specific loading order to build a MIB tree. Loading in 

the recommended order avoids these issues.  

http://www.cambiumnetworks.com/products/software-tools/cnmaestro
https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/files/pmp450/
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Problems and Limitations Corrected in 16.1 
Problems and limitations, which have been corrected in Software Release 16.1 are listed below: 

Table 11 System Release 16.1 problems and limitations corrected 

Products 

Affected 
Tracking Description 

All CPY-15643 Fixed issue with SM not dropping session during re-authentication, 

when the RADIUS user profile is deleted. 

All CPY-14831 Removed ms print out from Ping Response time. 

All CPY-14983 Fixed issue with Cambium ID and Onboarding Key not getting 

exported to configuration file. 

All CPY-15200 Fixed issue with No/Improper syslog messages being generated 

when certain parameters were configured in PMP 450i and PMP 

450m radios. 

All CPY-15246 Fixed issue with PMP 100 AP not receiving sync from PMP 450 SM 

when running 15.2. 

All CPY-15480 Fixed issue where DNS names of RADIUS authentication servers 

were not getting saved. 

All CPY-15724 Fixed issue with SM returning AP Eval information via SNMP, when 

"SM Display of AP Evaluation Data" is disabled. 

All CPY-15733 Fixed issue with SM requiring a reboot when configuring "Color 

Code 1". 

450i/450b CPY-15727 Fixed issue with PMP 450i AP and SM rebooting - System Reset 

Exception -- Restarted by CaOs. 

450m CPY-15797 Fixed issue with PMP 450m not receiving GPS sync when sync 

source is "AutoSync + Free Run". 

450m CPY-15698 Fixed issue where 30 MHz BW channel was not getting selected 

when frame size is 5 ms, on a 3 GHz PMP 450m AP. 

450 CPY-15830 Fixed issue with PMP 450 AP crashing with "calloc1 failed, out of 

heap, size 102400. 

450m CPY-15841 Fixed issue with Event Log not reporting sync source when sync is 
lost. 

450m CPY-15842 Fixed issue with PMP 450m sync pulse source being incorrect when 
sync is lost in AutoSync + Free Run mode. 

All CPY-15699 Default Rate Plan "plan value" change does not take effect 
immediately. 

450 CPY-15735 Fixed issue unable to autoupdate PMP 450 SM's when AP is PMP 
450 APL. 
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Products 

Affected 
Tracking Description 

All CPY-15790 Fixed issue with AP, in DFS band, does not update GUI to show SMs 
dropped after sync loss 

All CPY-15837 QoS configuration is not enforced in the uplink, when 
“Broadcast/Multicast Uplink Data Rate” is configured in “PPS”. 

All CPY-15958 Fixed issue with PMP 450 series AP running at 100% CPU not 
connecting to cnMaestro. 
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Known Problems or Limitations 
Known open issues in Release 16.1 are listed in Table 12. 

Table 12  System Release 16.1 known problems and limitations 

Products 

Affected 
Tracking Description 

All CPY-15912 When link test is performed with Bridging and MIR, while there is 
significant user traffic, link test throughput results are low, when 

compared to link test results with Bridging. 

450 CPY-15962 CNUT Autoupgrade with AP as file server fails on a large sector with 

PMP450 AP. 

 

 

 

Note 

Please refer to the 450 Platform User Guide for the list of the supported Bands, Regions, 

and Countries. 
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Appendix A:  Reference Information 

Specifications 
Please see the Spec Sheets listed on the Cambium Networks website for the most up-to-date specifications: 

http://www.cambiumnetworks.com/resources/ 

Cambium Networks 
Cambium Networks provides professional grade fixed wireless broadband and microwave solutions for 

customers around the world. Our solutions are deployed in thousands of networks in over 153 countries, with 
our innovative technologies providing reliable, secure, cost-effective connectivity that’s easy to deploy and 

proven to deliver outstanding metrics. 

Our flexible Point-to-Multipoint (PMP) solutions operate in the licensed, unlicensed and federal frequency 
bands, providing reliable, secure, cost effective access networks. With more than three million modules 

deployed in networks around the world, our PMP access network solutions prove themselves day-in and day-

out in residential access, leased line replacement, video surveillance and smart grid infrastructure applications. 

Our award-winning Point to Point (PTP) radio solutions operate in licensed, unlicensed and defined use 

frequency bands including specific FIPS 140-2 solutions for the U.S. Federal market. Ruggedized for 99.999% 

availability, our PTP solutions have an impeccable track record for delivering reliable high-speed backhaul 

connectivity even in the most challenging non-line-of-sight RF environments. 

Cambium Networks’ solutions are proven, respected leaders in the wireless broadband industry. We design, 

deploy and deliver innovative data, voice and video connectivity solutions that enable and ensure the 
communications of life, empowering personal, commercial and community growth virtually everywhere in the 

world. 

  

http://www.cambiumnetworks.com/resources/
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Feedback 
We appreciate feedback from the users of our documents. This includes feedback on the structure, content, 

accuracy, or completeness of our documents. To provide feedback, visit our support website. 

Contacting Cambium Networks 

Support website : https://support.cambiumnetworks.com 

Main website : http://www.cambiumnetworks.com 

Sales enquiries : solutions@cambiumnetworks.com 

Support enquiries : https://support.cambiumnetworks.com 

Repair enquiries : https://support.cambiumnetworks.com 

Telephone number list : http://www.cambiumnetworks.com/contact-us/ 

Address : Cambium Networks Limited, 

Unit B2, Linhay Business Park, Eastern Road 

Ashburton, United Kingdom, TQ13 7UP. 

 

https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/
http://www.cambiumnetworks.com/
mailto:solutions@cambiumnetworks.com
https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/
https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/
http://www.cambiumnetworks.com/contact-us/
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